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Mary and Hugh
Date 11 December 2010
The Couple Hugh Riminton and Mary Lloyd
Ceremony & Reception Wat Atvea, Siem Reap, Cambodia
Wedding Coordinator Bliss Creations www.blisscreations.asia
Food & Beverage: FCC Angkor
Photography Chatti, of Savady Photography

Well known to Australian audiences for his work as a foreign
correspondent and news presenter, Hugh Riminton was the face of
CNN's morning show when he first crossed paths with his bride-tobe, journalist Mary Lloyd. Also working at CNN, Mary jokes that "she
wrote the scripts that made him sound brilliant." A lively courtship
and one 'adlib' proposal later and the couple were searching for a
special wedding location which would also appeal to their worldwide
network of friends and family. They decided on Cambodia as the
atmospheric setting.
How did Hugh propose? Hugh is the adlib king. One of the first
things that impressed me about him was how he was able to speak
on any topic, to fill any given time, without missing a beat or getting
a fact wrong. We had gone for a walk on Lamma Island (Hong Kong)
and at the top of the hill he launched into his proposal. It was very
sweet and heartfelt, but clearly no one had given him an ‘out’ cue. I
eventually had to ask, “Are you asking me to marry you?”
What drew you to Cambodia? Wherever we held our
wedding many people were going to have to travel a long distance.
So we wanted to find a location that would be extra special for
them, somewhere we could all enjoy for a few days. Siem Reap was
particularly special because Sonya from Bliss Creations was able to
arrange for our dinner to be held outside one of the ancient temples.
The beautiful, stone structure lent a feeling of tradition and longlasting permanence to our big day.
Why did you choose this location? Wat Atvea was built
during the Angkorian period and remains largely intact today.
Alongside this temple is an active monastery. The monks there agreed
to perform a blessing for us in their ceremony hall, then we spent
some time in the stone temple, before sitting down to a banquet in
between two temples.
We wanted a solemn, respectful service to mark our marriage, but
didn’t feel it was right for us to subscribe to any particular religious
proceedings. The ceremony hall was beautifully decorated and lit, and
a bit informal, with everyone sitting on the floor. But at the same time
the ritual was serious and sacred. The monks’ blessing was just the
right mix of ceremony, sincerity and happiness.
The banquet was spectacular with the lit temple as the backdrop. On
the night it looked even more magnificent than we had imagined. And
it unexpectedly became a stage for some very amusing impromptu
dancing towards the end of the evening.
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Most memorable moment? Honestly, it was all unforgettable.
From the tuk-tuk ride to the temple, throughout the ceremony, through
the confetti moment and on into the dinner. The food was sensational.
Our first dance went off much better than expected and the dancing
on the temple steps capped it all off.
And the after party? Many people stayed in Siem Reap for a few
days, so we had plenty of time to catch up with everyone, and to get
through the leftover champagne!
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